
 A kitchen window with slider and screen. Unlike other OEM’s solid pane 

kitchen window, you can bring fresh air into your galley while cooking.      

Day/night shades for this window are electrically powered off the                 

Vegatouch® system. 

 Removable screen on entry door with a high grade cloth storage bag.            

Co-pilot no longer has to look at the beautiful scenery through a mesh screen 

while rolling down the highway. 

 Changed the radius shower to a larger rectangular shower on the B & W 
floorplans. 

 Aqua View Showermi$er with “GREEN” technology saves fresh water. 

 Added individual shut of valves to centralized water distribution point in wet 
bay. 

 Free-standing dinette chairs now with industry-exclusive swivel seat base for 
great ergonomic functionality. 

 Additional A/C vent in rear wardrobe now on all floorplans. 

 Switched to EZ clean stainless 24” Fisher & Paykel® dishwasher drawer with 
easy access to controls. 

 Switched to single bowl Blanco granite kitchen sink ILO double bowl stainless 
steel sink. This sink is non-porous, hygienic and resistant to stains, scratches 
and chips. 

 Switched to Saniflo macerator toilet ILO Thetford’s Tecma macerator toilet. 

 Vastly improved accessibility to Spartan® chassis batteries. 

 Replaced the touch lights with the standard LED lights used throughout the 
rest of the coach. 
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 In the cockpit area, we moved the tilt and telescoping switches from the    
steering wheel to the driver’s side console. We added the radio controls and 
Bluetooth® phone functionality to steering wheel.  

 Updated the Xite® XSG3 radio system with enhanced new graphics. 

 Added downsized valance legs to window in bathrooms on floorplans DEQ, B, 
F, W & Z.  

 Increased 40” Samsung® LED Smart TV to a 43” Samsung® LED Smart TV on the 
exterior sidewall. 

 A 12-volt outlet has been added to the dash. 

 Added one LED ceiling light above workstation on fireplace/TV/entertainment 
center option on the F & W floorplans. 

 Changed to Sony® Blu-Ray® player. 

 Added metal dowels to pullout extension dinette table improving sturdiness of 
tabletop in the F floorplan.  

 Purged the optional three cushion 100” theater seat in B & DEQ floorplans. 

 Eliminated dynamic parking grid lines from 360 camera system. 

 New customer driven 44Z floorplan. 

 Dropped the A floorplan. 

Options to standard:  

Wi-Fi extender  

 

 


